Carcinoid syndrome caused by a serotonin-secreting pituitary tumour
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Abstract

Background: Neuroendocrine tumours are most frequently located in the gastrointestinal organ system or in the lungs, but they may occasionally be found in other organs.

Case: We describe a 56-year-old woman suffering from a carcinoid syndrome caused by a large serotonin-secreting pituitary tumour. She had suffered for years from episodes of palpitations, dyspnoea and flushing. Cardiac disease had been suspected, which delayed the diagnosis, until blood tests revealed elevated serotonin and chromogranin A in plasma. The somatostatin receptor (SSR) scintigraphy showed a single-positive focus in the region of the pituitary gland and MRI showed a corresponding intra- and suprasellar heterogeneous mass. After pre-treatment with octreotide leading to symptomatic improvement, the patient underwent trans-cranial surgery with removal of the tumour. This led to a clinical improvement and to a normalisation of SSR scintigraphy, as well as serotonin and chromogranin A levels.

Conclusion: To our knowledge, this is the first reported case of a serotonin-secreting tumour with a primary location in the pituitary.

Introduction

The carcinoid syndrome consists of a variety of symptoms which typically include episodes of dry flushing with or without palpitations, diarrhoea and intermittent abdominal pain, whereas the severe state of a carcinoid crisis is characterised by distinctive flushing, bronchospasm, tachycardia and a widely and rapidly fluctuating blood pressure (1). Only a few patients have all the symptoms (1, 2). Consumption of food, alcohol intake and stress are well-known provocative factors, particularly of flushing and blood pressure alterations (2).

Differential diagnoses are numerous, including physiological and psychological stress, drug effects, primary cardiac arrhythmia, thyrotoxicosis and various other diseases. This often delays the diagnosis. Average diagnostic delay is up to 5–7 years from the initial onset of symptoms (3).

The syndrome is caused by the release of serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamin) and other substances from a neuroendocrine tumour (NET), most often located in the gut or in the lungs.

Case

A 56-year-old previously healthy Caucasian woman was referred for evaluation of a suspected NET syndrome.

Retrospectively, the patient began to experience small episodes of flushing nearly 15 years earlier, and this gradually worsened over the years. During the last 3–4 years her life had been dominated by increasingly frequent attacks of palpitations and tachycardia accompanied by dyspnoea, sensation of choking, dizziness, a buzzing sensation in the ears, visual disturbance, sweats, nausea, near-fainting and flushing, followed by hours of strong fatigue. These episodes might last from a few minutes to 2 days and they could be provoked by rapid movements or by bending the head towards the floor. There was no
diarrhoea or abdominal pain and the symptoms were not related to alcohol intake.

Due to the cardiac symptoms, she had been repeatedly investigated by cardiologists, and several arrhythmias such as pseudoventricular tachycardia, ectopic atrial tachycardia and sinus-inappropriate tachycardia had been observed after acute admissions. Radiofrequency ablation and therapy with several anti-arrhythmic drugs had insignificant effects.

A new diagnostic work-up revealed a clearly elevated plasma serotonin (258 nmol/l; ref <30), a slightly elevated plasma chromogranin A (165 pmol/l; ref 30–130) and normal levels of 24-h urinary 5-Hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA) excretion (16 μmol/day; ref 10–40), results compatible with a carcinoid syndrome (1).

A somatostatin receptor (SSR) scintigraphy with 111-indium-octreotide was performed. This revealed an isolated large abnormal octreotide-positive focus in the fossa hypophysialis (Fig. 1), with no other traceable octreotide-/SSR-positive foci in the abdominal organs, gastrointestinal tract or thorax. MRI of the pituitary region showed a 4 × 3 cm large heterogeneous intra- and suprasellar tumour mass (Fig. 2), which was found highly calcified by CT-scan. Visual field examination showed a small left visual field reduction. Endocrinological evaluation revealed a normal pituitary function for age. Plasma metanephrin and normetanephrin were in the normal range. Echocardiography performed just before surgery showed no signs of valvular or other structural or functional abnormalities.

To stabilise the clinical condition, the patient was immediately given octreotide LAR 20 mg i.m. This had a good symptomatic effect and the injection was repeated after 3 weeks. Five days later the patient underwent uncomplicated trans-cranial surgery with removal of the tumour.

The histological examination of the resected mass, including light microscopy and immunohistochemistry, revealed a calcified solid tumour with benign characteristics and consisting of small relatively uniform cells with sparse chromofobic cytoplasm. Practically, all cells showed positive reaction for glycoprotein hormone α subunits, whereas there were no positivities for thyroid-stimulating hormone, adrenocorticotrophic hormone, betaendorfin, follicle-stimulating hormone, growth hormone (GH), luteinizing hormone or prolactin. There was no reaction for serotonin, and CDX2 (marker of GI origin of NET (4)) and TTF1 (marker of ‘foregut origin’ (4))
were negative. No mitosis was observed, and Ki67 positivity was <1%. Cytokeratinins 8 and 18 were positive.

At a clinical status examination performed 4 weeks after surgery, the patient experienced clinical improvement, but she still felt fatigue and had a tendency to palpitations. On suspicion that the patient had not been cured by the surgery, 30 mg octreotide LAR was given i.m. every 4 weeks for another year. No arrhythmia persisted and the patient needed no further cardiologic controls or anti-arrhythmic treatment.

MRI performed 3 months after surgery showed no remaining pituitary tumour, and several follow-up MRI scans have shown unaltered results (Fig. 2). One year later when octreotide therapy had been terminated, scintigra-phies using 111-indium-octreotide, flurodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) or 68-Ga-DOTATOC (edotreotide) tracers showed no signs of activity outside the pituitary.

Both plasma serotonin and chromogranin A were normalised after surgery and stayed within the normal range (Fig. 3). Post-surgical evaluation of the pituitary function showed a normal pituitary–adrenal response, a normal pituitary–thyroid function and slightly reduced GH secretion. The patient did, however, develop a partial diabetes insipidus. The pre-surgical visual field defect had been eliminated at the post-surgical follow-up.

**Discussion**

We report a case of a 56-year-old woman presenting years of symptoms compatible with carcinoid syndrome. Biochemical, nuclear imaging and clinical status before and after surgical therapy indicated that the syndrome was caused by a large serotonin-producing pituitary tumour.

Carcinoid syndrome is caused by an excessive production of mediators from a NET, most commonly serotonin (5). NETs are rare, slowly growing neoplasms with an incidence of 2.5 per 100 000 women and 2.0 per 100 000 men per year(6, 7, 8). However, the number of patients presenting with a NET seems to be increasing(1). The most frequent site of origin is the bowel and gut, followed by the lungs (1, 6, 7, 8), whereas 10% seem to have another specific or unknown origin (6). We performed a PubMed search of English-language literature and found no prior reports of a primary NET in the pituitary. On the other hand, metastases to the pituitary from extra-pituitary NETs may occur in 0.9% of patient cases (9).

The diagnosis of NET is based on its clinical manifestations, biochemical measurements, highly specialised radiology and nuclear imaging. The most commonly used biochemical investigation is measurement of 24-h urinary excretion of 5-HIAA, a metabolite of serotonin. However, a proportion of patients with carcinoid syndrome have normal urinary excretion of 5-HIAA (5), as also seen in our patient in a single test. Studies of diagnostic tests in patients with carcinoid syndrome revealed that measurements of 5-HIAA in urine had a diagnostic sensitivity of 73% and a specificity of 100% (10). Thus, a negative 5-HIAA result in a patient with clinical suspicion of carcinoid syndrome should lead to measurement of serotonin in plasma, which is a more sensitive test (2). Also, chromogranin A is considered a valuable marker of both functioning and non-functioning NET with sensitivity up to 90% and specificity up to 100% (11). Biomarkers are useful not only for diagnosing but also for follow-up of patients after surgery.

Receptorscintigraphy using somatostatin analogues as receptor ligands is a useful diagnostic tool. The technique is based on the high expression of SSRs on NETs. Scintigraphy with 111-indium-marked octreotide has a sensitivity of more than 90%, and is superior to CT/MRI in locating the primary tumour (1, 12, 13).
However, the sensitivity is lower for subtypes of tumours with low expression of sstr2 receptors or small lesions (14).

PET with 18F-FDG has limited sensitivity in the detection of well-differentiated NETs, but has particular importance as a prognostic marker (15). On the other hand, scintigraphy using 68-Ga-DOTATOC, which belongs to a newer generation of somatostatin analogues, has shown good results with high sensitivity (16).

Our patient had several symptoms that might suggest the presence of a carcinoid syndrome, but due to the dominance of cardiac and respiratory symptoms she was believed to suffer from a primary cardiac arrhythmia. The prolonged course with persisting symptoms and lack of clinical improvement despite therapy for arrhythmia even led to a psychological/psychiatric disorder being considered. Flushing was perceived as of menopausal origin, and was treated with oestrogen replacement therapy. In the setting of a carcinoid syndrome, it is not unusual that symptoms are misread before the correct diagnosis is given. Average diagnostic delay is up to 5–7 years from the initial onset of symptoms (3). The most common misdiagnosis for abdominal NET is irritable bowel syndrome (37%), followed by food intolerance (18%) and psychiatric disorders (17%) (17). Five percent are misjudged to be caused by menopause (17).

The diagnostic breakthrough in our case was the biochemical testing of plasma levels of serotonin and chromogranin A. This led to a SST scintigraphy, which gave the diagnosis of an isolated pituitary/suprasellar mass. Notably, the normal pituitary as well as several pathologies in and around the sella may be visualised using such scintigraphy (18). Thus, the result of imaging has to be seen in the context of clinical and biochemical cure after the removal of the tumour. Histological examination including immunohistochemistry gave the appearance of a calcified null cell pituitary adenoma. There was no reaction for serotonin, but both plasma serotonin and chromogranin A normalised after the removal of the tumour. Histological procedures, as well as improvement of the clinical condition and blood biochemistry after tumour removal, we conclude that the patient suffered from a carcinoid syndrome due to a serotonin-producing pituitary tumour. However, the possibility of an unknown primary NET or a spontaneously regressed NET outside the skull with a pituitary/suprasellar metastasis can in principle never be excluded.

**Conclusion**

We describe the first case of a pituitary adenoma leading to severe carcinoid syndrome.
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